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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION

A.C. ELECTRIC VENTILATING FANS AND REGULATORS
FOR HOUSEHOLD AND SIMILAR PURPOSES

FOREWORD

1) The formal decisions or agreements of the IEC on technical matters, prepared by Technical Committees on which all the
National Committees having a special interest therein are represented, express, as nearly as possible, an international consensus
of opinion on the subjects dealt with.

2) They have the form of recommendations for international use and they are accepted by the National Committees in that
sense.

3) In order to promote international uni fication, the IEC expresses the wish that all National Committees should adopt the
text of the IEC recommendation for their national rules in so far as national conditions will permit. Any divergence
between the IEC recommendation and the corresponding national rules should, as far as possible, be clearly indicated in
the latter.

PREFACE

This standard has been prepared by IEC Technical Committee No. 43, Electric Fans for Household
and Similar Purposes.

Drafts were discussed at the meetings held in Tel-Aviv in 1966, in Baden-Baden in 1967, in Tehran in
1969 and in Brussels in 1971. As a result of this latter meeting, a revised draft, Document 43(Central
Office)29, was submitted to the National Committees for approval under the Six Months' Rule in
February 1973.

On the basis of comments received, a revised version, Document 43(Central Office)35, was submitted
to the National Committees for approval under the Two Months' Procedure in April 1978.

The National Committees of the following countries voted explicitly in favour of publication:

Belgium	 Israel
Canada	 Japan
Denmark	 Poland
Egypt	 Portugal
Finland	 South Africa (Republic of)
France	 Sweden
Germany	 Switzerland
Hungary	 Turkey
India

Other IEC publication quoted in this standard:

Publication No. 342: Safety Requirements for Electric Fans and Regulators.
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A.C. ELECTRIC VENTILATING FANS AND REGULATORS
FOR HOUSEHOLD AND SIMILAR PURPOSES

1. Scope

1.1 This standard specifies the performance and the corresponding methods of test of ventilating fans
for household and similar purposes intended for air forcing and exhaust, not exceeding 0.5 m in
size, driven by single-phase a.c. motors having a power consumption not exceeding 500 W
(including any associated regulators), for use on single-phase a.c. circuits not exceeding 250 V.

1.2 This standard applies to ventilating fans such as wall fans, window fans, kitchen fans, etc.

1.3 The fans and regulators covered by this standard shall conform to IEC Publication 342, Safety
Requirements for Electric Fans and Regulators, as far as safety requirements are concerned (see
Appendix A for the contents of that publication).
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